
Toonzbravo7.1             

The perfect tool
for producing

paperless
animation at an

affordable price

ToonzBravo includes all 
the professional features of a 2D 
animation software and yet it is a 
cost-effective solution for studios 
willing to produce paperless 
animation.

Thanks to an intuitive interface and 
advanced drawing features, the 
paperless process based on Toonz 
Bravo meets the expectations of the 
market as it allows to 
mass-produce animation, while cutting 
the costs.

Besides Toonz Bravo perfectly fits the 
Toonz Harlequin workflow, as 
produced drawings and animations are 
ready to be used in Toonz Harlequin. 

In Toonz Bravo animators can draw 
from scratch and animate; define 
character models with a skeleton to 
easily animate them; build libraries for 
characters and props; create scene 
animatics with soundtracks; create 
layouts  by importing models and 
elements from libraries; refine 
imported animations and create new 
animation elements on the fly; move 
and calibrate the animation timing  
according to the xsheet; move pegbars, 
cameras and table; add special FX and 
render out composited sequences.
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System Requirements
Windows
- Intel® Pentium® 4 processor, or higher 
- Microsoft® Windows XP, Vista, Windows 7, 
   Windows 8
- 4G of RAM recommended
- 50MB of available hard-disk space
- 1280×1024 or higher monitor resolution 

Macintosh 
- PowerPC® G4 or G5, or Intel-based Macintosh 
- Mac OS® X 10.6 or later
- 4G of RAM  recommended     
- 100MB of available hard-disk space
- 1280×1024 or higher monitor resolution 

Graphic tablet recommended for better drawing functions

New Features in 7.1

Load Folders From the File menu is now possible 
to load a Folder. The files contained in the folder will 
be loaded into the xsheet.
SVG support The Toonz Vector Level can be 
converted into SVG files using the Convert pop up. 
The SVG files can be loaded into Toonz, they are 
automatically converted in Toonz Vector Levels.
Export Level The Export Level Interface has been 
divided into two pages and a Preview Window has 
been added in the Export Option Page. In the Vector 
Export Box the Scale field has been added to change 
the exported level resolution, defined by the Camera 
resolution.
Unit of measure in pixels Pixels have been 
implemented as unit of measure available into 
Preferences->Interface page.
Alpha Channel on the first Column It is 
possible to ignore the alpha channel of images 
loaded on the first column of the xsheet activating 
the Ignore Alpha Channel on Level Column 1 into 
Xsheet page into Preferences->Xsheet.
Thickness 0 lines The Thickness 0 lines can be 
shown or hidden in Camera Stand.
Inks Only The Inks Only check has been added in 
the View Menu to visualize only outlines of Toonz 
Levels.
Adjust Thickness Modify the Thickness of the 
lines along the animation of Toonz Vector Levels 
using the Start and End field. Three Modes are 
available: Scale Thickness, Add Thickness and 
Costant Thickness.
Convert To Vectors In the Centerline Mode the 
Enhanced Ink Recognition has been added to allow to 

directly Convert from not antialiased Full Color levels 
to Toonz Vector Levels.
Level Settings The Add Antialiasing Option has 
been added in the Level Settings pop up.
Clone Level Allows to assign a name to the cloned 
level.

Brush Tool The Min and Max size of the brush can 
be changed simply by pressing Shift or Ctrl and 
dragging the mouse.
Selection Tool The Boundary Strokes, Boundaries 
on Selected Frames and Boundaries on Whole Level 
Modes have been added to allows to automatically 
select the contour of a level.
Plastic The edit Mesh Mode has been added to 
allows to manipulate the Mesh moving points, 
swapping and splitting edges and cutting the Mesh. 
The Snap to Mesh Option has been added to the 
Build Skeleton Mode. The Animate Mode has been 
enhanced with the addition of the Angle Bounds 
Option.
Xsheet Pressing Ctrl and dragging it is now 
possible to select cells and Keys at once. To navigate 
between columns use the new Left and Right 
keybord arrowsshortcut.
Shader Effects Shaders Effects are special fxs 
rendered through hardware-accelereted pixel 
shaders. Shaders are simple programs compiled by 
a graphics processing unit that harness the 
massively parallel architecture of modern graphics 
devices. Toonz's shader fxs are written in the 
OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL), and it is possible 
to edit them or to create new ones.


